PRODUCT RATING GUIDE
MODEL | SERIAL NUMBER AND PRODUCT RATING
Product Information

Important information for each Sub-Zero product is listed on the product rating plate. Refer to the illustration for each Sub-Zero product on the following pages for exact location.

Information included on the product rating plate:

- Model and serial numbers. These numbers are required to register your product for warranty service.
- Electrical specifications including ratings.
- Refrigerant specifications including capacity.
- Interior storage capacity.

Activate your warranty today for a rewarding ownership experience. Register in one of three easy ways:

2. Call 800-222-7820 (have your serial number ready).
3. Complete and mail the postage-paid reply card.

Product Rating Plate Location

CLASSIC (FORMERLY BUILT-IN) REFRIGERATION

The product rating information is located at the top frame of the unit, inside the door.

PRO REFRIGERATION

The product rating information is located inside the cabinet, to the left of the upper freezer drawer.
**Product Rating Plate Location**

**DESIGNER (FORMERLY INTEGRATED) REFRIGERATION**

For column models, the product rating information is located inside the middle drawer, near the drawer guide opposite the hinge. For tall and drawer models, it is located inside the cabinet, to the left of the upper drawer.

**UNDERCOUNTER REFRIGERATION**

The product rating information is located inside the cabinet, in the upper left area of the unit. For the ice machine, it is located in the upper left corner of the ice storage bin, on the back of the unit.

**WINE STORAGE**

For designer (IW) models, the product rating information is located on the handle side wall, directly below the control panel. For all other models, it is located on the underside of the control panel, on the left.